
Children do not accept unambiguous inverse-scope readings: experimental evidence 
from prosody and scrambling in Japanese 

Introduction. In Japanese, a scope-rigid language, the sentence (1) is unambiguous, while an 

English counterpart is not. To obtain the ¬> reading, a high pitch contour on the universal 
quantifier followed by a topic marker –wa, as in (2) is required (Hara ‘06, Nakanishi ’07, a.o.). 
By testing children on (2), we can see whether they accept inverse scope when it is the only 
grammatical reading. Another way to get wide scope of negation is to scramble an object over 
the subject (Miyagawa ‘01, ’10, a.o.). The scrambled sentence as in (3) is ambiguous between 

the >¬ reading (preferred) and the ¬> reading (less preferred), while non-scrambled 

sentence does not have the ¬> reading. By testing children on (3) we can see whether they 
accept wide scope for negation when the syntax allows it even without high prosody. To the 
best of the authors’ knowledge, only one study (Hattori et al ‘06, with 22 children M=5;5 on 
TVJT) has investigated children’s sensitivity to prosody with regard to its consequences on 
quantifier scope. We will later briefly discuss their results and point out problems including 
methodological issues that could have inflated the results. 
Current study. We conducted a Covered Box experiment (Huang et al. ‘13, a.o.), which is a 
version of Picture Selection Task. In the CB Task (CBT), one of the pictures that participants 
have to choose from is covered. Participants are told to pick the covered picture only when 
they think the visible picture(s) do not match the sentence they hear. We chose the CBT 

because it is suited to evaluate less preferred readings (e.g. the ¬> reading in (3)). In 
Experiment 1, there were two conditions among the 8 target items: normal contour vs. high 
contour as in (4). All of the target and filler sentences were transitive. Two pictures with one 
of them covered are presented while the subjects hear stories. After hearing a target sentence, 
they were asked to pick a picture they thought would match the description. Only the subjects 
who passed a training session participated in the study (passing rate was 98%). In Experiment 
2, the two conditions were SOV word order as in (5a) vs. OSV order (5b). 
Results and Discussion. See Tables 1 and 2 for results. The results of Exp1 show that 
children did not show sensitivity to the prosodic information and its semantic consequences. 
In particular, the children almost never accepted the inverse scope reading in the prosodic 
condition, when this was the only grammatical reading. Thus children have a problem with 
the inverse-scope reading for a sentence with high prosody even when it is unambiguous. 

We point out Hattori et al.’s study, which seems to show children make use of the special 
prosody, is inconclusive for three reasons. (i) They only had two items to evaluate the 
understanding of the sentences such as (2). (ii) Very importantly, the experiment was non-

standard in that only the ¬> reading was in the stories and not a >¬ story; this could have 
easily caused a bias and increased the correct results. (iii) Finally, they did not give an 
account why some children did not access the inverse scope reading. Furthermore, one or 
more of the following will explain why our results differ from Hattori et al.’s: (i) Their results 
of the special prosody condition were inflated by children’s yes-bias, (ii) We used NP minna-
wa instead of bare minna-wa, and there was a complication, and (iii) Our sentences were 
transitive, instead of intransitive, and that was a complication. 

In Exp2, 8 children constantly display the ambiguity. Among them, 5 were also tested 

with Exp1 and they did not access the ¬> reading induced by special prosody in Exp1. The 
results disprove a hypothesis that it is impossible for the children who only get the surface 
scope reading in Exp1 to access to the inverse scope reading. This part is along the lines of the 
recent studies on children’s acquisition of quantifier scope (Musolino & Lidz 2006, Viau et al. 
2010, a.o.). Children can understand inverse scope in some configurations (e.g. the scrambled 
one). The question is, why don’t children accept inverse scope in high prosody 
configurations? There is no reason to think that children cannot hear the relevant prosody. We 
briefly discuss two possibilities: (i) The difficulty is a consequence of comparing alternatives, 
which is part of the theory of scope and prosody (Büring ‘97, Constant ‘13). (ii) Children 
misanalyse every as each, which does not allow inverse scope. 



 
(1) Minna-wa     hasira-nak-atta.         
   Everyone-Top  run-Neg-Past               

‘Everyone didn’t run’ ( > ¬  *¬ > )        
(2)  [Minna-wa]F   hasira-nak-atta. 

Everyone-Top  run-Neg-Past 

‘Everyone didn’t run’ (* > ¬   ¬ > ) 
(3) [siken-o]  minna-ga     t  uke-nak-atta. 

Exam-Acc everyone-Nom    take-Neg-Past 

‘Everyone didn’t take the exam.’  ( > ¬   ¬ > ) 
(4) [Kuma-san minna-wa]normal/F hatimitu-o  tabe-nak-atta-yo. 

bear      everyone-Top   honey-Acc eat-Neg-Past-Decl 
‘Every bear didn’t eat honey.’ 

(5) a. [Kuma-san minna-ga]     hatimitu-o  tabe-nak-atta-yo.    ( > ¬  * ¬ > ) 
bear      everyone-Nom  honey-Acc eat-Neg-Past-Decl 

b. hatimitu-o  [Kuma-san minna-ga]    t  tabe-nak-atta-yo.   ( > ¬   ¬ > ) 
Honey-Acc bear      everyone-Nom   eat-Neg-Past-Decl 
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